
AN EXAMINATION OF THE NOTION OF PATRIOTISM

Spartan mothers of old, who, when their sons went forth to battle for freedom and their native land, said to their sons:
'Either come home proudly bearing your.

There exists a national presumption that death achieved in patriotic fervor deserves special attention and even
gratitude. It was the notion of America that once lived in the mind of immigrants and transformed them into
loyal Americans even before they landed on our shores. We are bombarded by people who construct what is
patriotic, but if we had no previous knowledge of the patriotic and we had accidentally come across a flag
flapping in the wind, we should have been justified in concluding that was a mere cloth hung for some
purpose, perhaps merely decorative. He also lives and flourishes as one because he is sustained in his moral
life by his community. The same moral value, sympathy for and assistance to people in need, grounds a
certain degree of concern for others as a general moral duty and explains why a significantly higher degree of
such concern is a moral ideal. Patriotism is an infection that cares not one whit whether the host survive only
that the parasite continues. In the sport, where aristocrats used to play their games, elites now mobilize groups
or masses to slaughter each other. It is a fact, however, that it is the activities of the citizen as worker, as the
producer of all surplus value and wealth, that creates the rewards. And we cannot talk with confidence about
the reasons a large and complex group or institution has for its actions. But when a country is not ethnically
homogeneous, or when a nation lacks a country of its own, the two may part ways. Much worse is the
displacement of the original contract. One standard example of such virtue is the type of concern for those in
an extreme plight shown by the late Mother Theresa, or by Doctors Without Borders. Third, there is reasoned
patriotism already mentioned which refers to an analysis of achievements and flaws with the ultimate
realization that positive accomplishments outdistance imperfections. Almost seven years after the events of
September 11, , a majority of people in the United States still believe the State propaganda that Iraq was
responsible for  This explanation, however, does not apply in the case of patriotism. Patriotism can be seen as
mainly a computer program. The most relevant theorists are the Levellers, Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau. The
social contract tends to become a more ingenious trap than any appeal to the patriotic love of country rooted in
filial loyalty, whether in its pure Socratic form or in the various dilutions of it that are always current. Clearly
they bleed into one another, especially when attempting to define terms. What makes you cringe? One main
reason is that it is a usually tacit ideology and flourishes without philosophical assistance. This means that
with respect to those matters and within the same limits, it is also good for a Cuban to judge as a Cuban and to
put Cuban interests first, etc. Few doubt that we are confronted with a cause and effect connection between
patriotism's activities and the rewards it promises with adherence thereto. And if there be no enemy in reality,
then one must be invented. All the main arguments for the claim that patriotism is a duty, then, are exposed to
serious objections. Obviously a country is not a person. Since the rise of the nation-state, it has been widely
held that some form of nationalism is indispensable as a pre-political basis of the unity of the state that makes
for solidarity among citizens and provides them with motivation to participate in public life and make
sacrifices for the common good. Cohen, Joshua ed. The quackery of patriotism, like that of homeopathy,
requires that the patient not evolve, that they remain static in the robotic stiff upper-lipness that accompanies a
dedication to the blind philosophy of my country right or wrong. The theory of the social contract must
confront and try to overcome a different contradiction: a contract for life is also, and inevitably, a contract for
premature violent death. What then do we need to consider regarding the existence of patriotism? The first
enemy of the social contract is therefore patriarchy, the assertion that the state, usually a hereditary monarchy,
exists by the will and grace of God; the ruler is father of his country; as father, the king rules without consent,
just as children did not and could not choose their father or mother ; as patriarch, what is more, the king owns
the people of the kingdom and their property. Love should overwhelm all feelings of reluctant duty. If and
when the patient shakes off the disease of patriotism, it is the patient then that is considered sick, in need of
curing. Here are some ways our essay examples library can help you with your assignment: Brainstorm a
strong, interesting topic Learn what works and what doesn't from the reader's perspective.


